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After prolonged period of solar minimum, there has been an increase in solar aetivity 
and its terrestrial consequences. We are in the midst of the rising phase of solar cycle 
which in January 2008. During the initial portion of the cycle, moderate 
gelJmagltletlc storms occurred follow the 27 day solar rotation. 
Most of the storms were accompanied by increases in eleetron fluxes in the 
outer radiation belt. These enhancements were often preceded with rapid dropout at 
high L shells. We seek to unders~nd the similarities and differences in radiation belt 
behavior during the active times observed during the of this solar cycle. 
This study includes extensive data and simulations our Radiation Belt 
Environment Model. We identifY the processes, transport and wave-particle 
interactions, that are responsible for the flux dropout and the 
enhancement and recovery. 
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